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Congratulations on the purchase of your new Tasco binocular. Your binocular is a precision instrument designed to 
provide many years of pleasurable viewing. This manual will help you achieve optimum performance by explaining how to adjust the 
binocular to your eyes and how to care for this instrument. Read the instructions carefully before using your binocular.

WARNING: NEVER LOOK AT THE SUN OR OTHER INTENSE SOURCES OF LIGHT 
THROUGH THE BINOCULAR TO AVOID THE RISK OF EYE DAMAGE OR BLINDNESS.

EYECUP ADJUSTMENT  (Fig. 1)
Your Tasco binocular is fitted with eyecups which can be rolled or twisted up or 
down (depending on your model) to optimize the view for your eyes and to exclude 
extraneous light. If you are not wearing eyeglasses or sunglasses, keep the eyecups 
fully extended (“up” position). If you are wearing glasses, roll down the eyecups or 
twist them to the down position. This will bring your eyes closer to the binocular’s 
eyepiece (ocular) lens to ensure you can see the entire image (full field of view with 
no “cutoff” or “tunnel vision”).

IPD ADJUSTMENT (Fig. 2)
The distance or spacing between the center of the pupils, called “interpupillary 
distance” (IPD) varies from person to person. To adjust the binocular to match your eyes, 
follow these simple steps:

1. Hold your binocular in the normal viewing position.
2. Grasp each barrel firmly. Move the barrels closer together or further apart until 

you see a single circular field (don’t worry about focus yet). 
3. Always re-set your binocular to this position before using it.

Fig. 2

Interpupillary Distance

Fig. 1

Roll-Down Eyecups
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DIOPTER ADJUSTMENT AND FOCUSING
1. Adjust eyecups interpupillary distance as described in the previous sections.
2. Set the diopter adjustment ring to zero (Fig. 3) and view a distant object.
3. Keep both eyes open at all times.
4. Using a lens cover or your hand, cover the objective (front) lens of the same side 

of the binocular that has the diopter adjustment ring. This is usually the right 
side (or the left side on binoculars featuring a zoom lever). 

5. Using the center focus wheel, focus on a distant object with fine detail (e.g., 
brick wall, tree branches, etc.) until it appears as sharp as possible. 

6. Uncover the objective lens on the diopter side, cover the other objective lens, then view the same object.
7. Using the diopter adjustment ring, focus the image for the eye on that side. Caution should be used as over turning or forcing 

the diopter ring can cause damage or cause the eyepiece to break away from the chassis.
8. Your binocular should now be adjusted for your eyesight. Focusing for any distance can now be done simply by turning the 

center focus wheel. Make a note of your diopter setting for future reference.

“ZOOM” FEATURE – Select Models Only (Fig. 4)
1. Follow the steps for focusing as outlined above. The diopter adjustment ring is 

typically on the left side of binoculars with a zoom feature.
2. When focusing a “zoom” (variable power) binocular, it is best to begin at high 

power. This will reduce or eliminate the need for focus readjustment when 
zooming between high and low powers. Set the “zoom” lever at the highest 
power indicated and focus on a distant object with fine detail (e.g., brick wall, 
tree branches, etc.).

3. Adjust your binocular for individual eye strength using the diopter adjustment 
ring as outlined in the instructions for “DIOPTER ADJUSTMENT AND FOCUSING”.

4. Your binocular is now adjusted properly for your eyes. You may now “zoom” to any power and the subject will stay in focus.  

Fig. 4

Zoom Lever

Fig. 3

Diopter Setting
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Note: To focus on an object at a closer distance, focus on the object at high power first and then adjust the “zoom” lever to the desired lower 
power. With any “zoom” optics, better quality images are possible at lower powers.

Focus Free® Models
Your Tasco binocular may be designed and built with a revolutionary focus-free optical system. Focus Free binoculars offer fast, clear 
viewing from approx. 35-100 ft. (depending on power) to “infinity”, with no need to adjust a focus control. These binoculars do not 
have a diopter setting on either eyepiece.

NECKSTRAP ATTACHMENT 
To securely attach your binocular to the binocular strap:

1. Thread the end of the strap from the bottom up through the strap attachment loop.
2. Hold the buckle and thread the end of the strap inside the buckle.
3. Adjust the overall length and pull the strap webbing tight so it is secure within the buckle.

Note: Please do not attach a metal ring directly onto the strap attachment loop if you are attaching a different strap or other after-market 
accessories. Instead, use nylon zip ties on the strap loop and attach the accessory to the zip tie. 

WATERPROOF / FOGPROOF MODELS 
Your Tasco binocular may be designed and built utilizing the latest waterproof and fogproof technology (this will be noted on the 
product packaging). Tasco waterproof models are O-ring sealed for complete moisture protection. Fogproof protection is achieved 
from dry nitrogen purging that removes all internal moisture.

TRIPOD MOUNTING  (full size porro prism models only*)
To attach the binocular to a tripod or monopod, unscrew (counter-clockwise) the cap which covers the threaded socket at the far 
end of the center hinge, and set it aside in a safe place. Use a compatible binocular tripod adapter accessory, such as the Bushnell 
model #161001CM, to attach your binocular to any standard tripod in a horizontal position to provide a stable image during prolonged 
viewing.  *Note: a tripod mount socket is not provided on compact or roof prism (no “bend” in the binocular tubes) models.
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CARE AND CLEANING
Your Tasco binocular will provide years of trouble-free service if it receives the normal care you would give any fine optical instrument. 

• Do not expose non-waterproof models to heavy rain or other excessive moisture.
• If your binocular has roll-down, flexible eyecups, store it with the eyecups up. This avoids excessive stress and wear on the 

eyecups in the down position.
• Avoid sharp impacts. Use the included neckstrap to avoid accidently dropping the binoculars to prevent mis-alignment of the 

optics.
• When not using them, store your binoculars in the provided case in a cool, dry place.
• Avoid storing the binoculars in hot places, such as the passenger compartment of a vehicle on a hot day. The high temperature 

could adversely affect the lubricants and sealants. Never leave the binocular where direct sunlight can enter either the objective 
or the eyepiece lens. Damage may result from the concentration (burning glass effect) of the sun’s rays.

• All moving parts of the binocular are permanently lubricated. Do not try to lubricate them.

TO CLEAN YOUR BINOCULAR’S LENSES:
1. Blow away any dust or debris on the lens (or use a soft lens brush).
2. To remove fingerprints or other smears, clean with a soft cotton cloth rubbing in a circular motion. A "microfiber"cleaning cloth 

(available from camera or computer retailers) is ideal for the routine cleaning of your optics.
3. For a more thorough cleaning, photographic lens tissue and photographic-type lens cleaning fluid or isopropyl alcohol may be 

used. Always apply the fluid to the cleaning cloth – never directly on the lens.
 

WARNING: EXCESSIVE RUBBING OR USE OF A COARSE CLOTH MAY CAUSE PERMANENT 
DAMAGE TO THE LENS COATINGS.
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LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY

Your Tasco® product is warranted to be free of defects in materials and workmanship for the lifetime of the original owner. The 
Lifetime Limited Warranty is an expression of our confidence in the materials and mechanical workmanship of our products and 
is your assurance of a lifetime of dependable service. In the event of a defect under this warranty, we will, at our option, repair or 
replace the product, provided that you return the product postage prepaid. This warranty does not cover electronic components, 
damages caused by accident, misuse, improper handling, installation, or maintenance provided by someone other than a Tasco 
Authorized Service Department.  

Any return made under this warranty must be accompanied by the items listed below:
1.  A check/money order in the amount of $10.00 to cover the cost of postage and handling
2.  Name,  address and daytime phone # for product return.
3.  An explanation of the defect
4.  Copy of your dated proof of purchase.

Do not send in accessories (batteries, SD cards, cables), only the product for repair. Product should be well packed in a sturdy 
outside shipping carton to prevent damage in transit, and shipped to the address listed below:

 IN U.S.A. Send To:   IN CANADA Send To: 
 Tasco    Tasco
 Attn.: Repairs    Attn.: Repairs
 9200 Cody    140 Great Gulf Drive, Unit # B
 Overland Park, Kansas 66214   Vaughan, Ontario L4K 5W5

For products purchased outside the United States or Canada please contact your local dealer for applicable warranty information. 
In Europe you may also contact Tasco at:   Tasco Germany GmbH 
     European Service Centre 
     Mathias-Brüggen-Str. 80 
     D-50827 Köln 
     GERMANY 
     Tel: +49 221 995568-0 
     Fax: +49 221 995568-20

This warranty gives you specific legal rights.
You may have other rights which vary from country to country.  

©2017  B.O.P.


